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Revealing Project X
Next generation technology addressing
the ‘social dilemma’ to be revealed in
livestream on Saturday January 16 supported by prominent independent
media figures and technical experts
While we are all seemingly wedded to our social media, discontent with its
dark side is at an all-time high - many users distrust the platforms and feel
betrayed and disempowered as their data is sold and content manipulated.
Trust can only be restored when users regain control, their privacy is
respected and there is confidence and transparency in communications.
Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist and project advocate Chris
Hedges said “The digital platforms that disseminate our information and
communications have imposed a slew of algorithms to shut us out. We must
build our own social media platforms or prepare to be censored and
silenced.” It is time for a change.
Talk Liberation is excited to announce the launch event of a cutting edge,
next generation product “Project X.” The launch event and product reveal will
be live-streamed on Saturday January 16th at 5pm EST US on YouTube,
BitChute and Facebook Live.
Project co-founder Suzie Dawson said “I'm thrilled to be able to reveal a half
year's work undertaken with the best and brightest minds I know to bring an
end to our communal reliance on corporations who act as a filter between us
and our friends and followers. At this event we will unveil our plan to take
our digital future back and talk liberation.”
The launch event will feature a renowned panel of guests including Dawson,
journalist Chris Hedges, ex NSA Technical Director Bill Binney, comedians
Graham Elwood, Jimmy Dore and Lee Camp and a special message from
Christine Assange, mother of WikiLeaks publisher Julian Assange, among
other surprise guests.
This event will launch a new direction and bring like minded people together
to reclaim their rights to open communication by

a) joining a community dedicated to the successful delivery of a product
which will contain powerful, next generation messaging technology
b) crowdfunding to contribute to the product development and
c) spreading the word that things can and will be different
With outdated, corrupt legacy platforms becoming obsolete, algorithm by
algorithm, we offer a solution.
Call to Action
Attend the launch by bookmarking talkliberation.com which features
an event countdown timer and live tweet using the hashtag
#talkliberation.
Official Website: talkliberation.com
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/TalkLiberation

Event Details
The livestream will take place on Saturday January 16 at 5pm EST/2pm PST/
10pm BST/11pm CET/ Sunday January 17 9am Sydney/11am Auckland and
will be accessible via talkliberation.com

